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Too many of the shooting incidents reported recently have
been ambushes on police officers. This week, a cop was
shot in San Antonio while he was writing a traffic ticket,
another in Kansas City during a “routine” traffic stop,
another in St. Louis while the officer was sitting in traffic,
and yet another in Sanabell, Florida, also during a traffic
stop. On the campus of Wayne State University, a five-year campus police veteran
was shot while looking into thefts from people’s cars.
On Thanksgiving Day, two people were shot and killed, with four others wounded
during a flag football game in Louisville. In West Virginia, some guy killed a 15year-old kid in what he says was self-defense, but is being charged as a hate crime.
Also on Thanksgiving Day, a 14-year-old boy was shot when he answered the front
door and a guy who had been arguing with his older brother pulled a gun and killed
him.
A Good Samaritan was shot and killed in San Antonio when he stopped to try to
help a woman who was being beaten up by the guy she was with. A woman
bystander was also shot, but is expected to survive. In Chicago, a 20-year-old is
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Continued: A Message From Steve
Important
Phone Numbers
Ward 6 Office
791-4601
Tucson Police
Department
911 or nonemergency
791-6813
Water Issues
791-3242/800-598-9449

Emergency: 791-4133
Street Maintenance
791-3154
Graffiti Removal
792-2489
Abandoned
Shopping Carts
791-3171
Neighborhood
Resources
837-5013
SunTran/SunLink
792-9222
TDD: 628-1565
Environmental
Services
791-3171
Park Tucson
791-5071
Planning and
Development
Services 791-5550
Pima Animal Care
Center
724-5900

Pima County Vector
Control
Cockroaches 724-3401

dead and five others were wounded when a house party went south and ended with
gunfire. In New Jersey, two people were shot randomly in a parking lot. One was killed
the other wounded, but there aren’t any suspects in custody.
And in Tucson last Monday, a man was arrested out on the east side of town for shooting
and killing his wife.
You won’t see local flags at half-staff, but families all across the country continue to be
affected by these examples of
gun violence.
So far in 2016 there have
been 131 police officers
killed in the line of duty
nationwide.
We have these stickers
available for free at the Ward
Office. Please come and get
some to distribute to people
in your neighborhoods, civic
organizations, and beyond.
December 14th Gun Violence Service
I’m grateful to Pastor Lesley Abrams for asking me to join and be a part of the interfaith
remembrance of the Sandy Hook Elementary School shootings. This will be the fourth
anniversary. Services will occur across the nation, reflecting on the words from Leviticus
19:16, “do not stand idly by as our neighbor’s blood is shed.”
Since the Sandy Hook
shootings, more than
120,000 more people
have died in this
country due to gun
violence. Please plan
on sharing some time
of reflection with us on
December 14th.
The service will be
held at St. Mark’s
Presbyterian church –
3809 E. 3rd, down the
road from the Ward 6
office. We’ll begin at
7:00 pm.
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Where Do We Go From Here?
While we can’t tie the weekly shootings to the election campaign rhetoric, we can certainly
make the claim that the recent election was over the top in terms of personal attacks and
setting low bars for civility. Our forum on December 5th will aim to bring people of varying
perspectives together simply to talk about how we regain the ability to dialogue on tough
topics. Here’s the flyer for the evening.
Important
Phone Numbers
Senator John
McCain (R)
520-670-6334
Senator Jeff
Flake (R)
520-575-8633
Congresswoman
Martha McSally (R)
(2nd District)
(202) 225-2542
Tucson Office: 520881-3588
Congressman
Raul Grijalva (D)
(3th District)
520-622-6788

Tucson’s Birthday

Governor Doug
Ducey (R)
602-542-4331
Tucson office:
520-628-6580
Mayor Jonathan
Rothschild
520-791-4201

ZoomTucson Map
http://
maps.tucsonaz.gov
/zoomTucson/
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The break-out sessions will be your chance to share how you’re feeling in these postelection days, what’s concerning to you, and what you want from electeds and the media
going forward. Please plan on joining us – and so we can plan ahead for the crowd size,
either call us at the number shown or let Catherine Tornbom over at the Center know
you’re coming (center@ourfamilyservices.org).
We Stand Together Event
As a further testament to who we are as a community, please consider taking some time
this Wednesday evening to join the Southern Arizona Hate Crimes Task Force, the Jewish
History Museum, Women’s Resource Center, and the Southern Arizona AIDS Foundation
over at the YWCA for the first in a series of events aimed at empowering people to stand
up against bigotry.
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One of the big benefits of this presentation is that it brings together multiple groups, each of
which has experienced its share of hate crime or bigoted activity. Building a coalition of
groups will be integral in ensuring we stand as one against the proliferation of that sort of
behavior.
Since she arrived at the YWCA, Kelly Fryer has been a strong champion of social justice
forums here in Tucson. This event is yet one more example of the good work they’re doing
through the Y’s social outreach programs.
UA Tuition and Immigrants
The President-elect came onto the political scene during the recent campaign with some
comments directed toward immigrants. That continued throughout the campaign. We have
yet to see how much of it was rhetoric and how much reflected serious policy direction he
plans to follow. That lack of clarity is a cause for some concern, and may well be reflected
in the discussion we’ll have at the December 5th forum.
One area that has generated some local discussion is whether Deferred Action students
attending the UA will continue to receive in-state tuition and some level of privacy in
University-maintained records. Directly addressing that, President Ann Hart last week
issued this statement:
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

UA campus community
Ann Weaver Hart, president
Thursday, November 24, 2016
Our University of Arizona Dreamers

The University of Arizona has long been a proponent of the impact of higher education and
Tucson’s Birthday
the difference it makes in the lives of our citizens and our communities. That includes
supporting our students who are working to create a better life for themselves and their
families and who are able to attend the UA only because of the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals. Our support for them is unequivocal and we have reiterated that in a
statement we shared Wednesday with news media covering the possibility of a retraction of
DACA benefits.
The UA statement publicly stakes out our position on protecting DACA student information,
providing advice and counsel for those students and ensuring any educational aspiration
underway at the UA can be successfully completed regardless of events.
The University of Arizona support for DACA students
“The University of Arizona has welcomed and provided DACA students with all the support
we can within our authority.
Much of what the writers ask for in the letter is already in place at the University of
Arizona. Student privacy is assured by federal law, and it applies to all students regardless
of residency status. That includes safeguarding their personal information, academic
record, counseling services and any information the students want to withhold from the
student directory. There already is an Immigrant Student Resource Center, funded by
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student fees that assists DACA and other students. Online degree programs are available
and the cost is the same for all students regardless of residency or immigration status.
As for tuition, the Arizona Board of Regents sets tuition for the state’s public universities.
In 2015, the Board decided to interpret its tuition policies in accordance with a Superior
Court decision that determined that DACA students who meet residency requirements may
qualify for resident tuition. That interpretation has not changed.
The University of Arizona is open to all qualified students and we value a diversity of
backgrounds, perspectives and people. Immigration status is not a question either our
campus police or our admissions staff would ask.”
This is a unique time since the outgoing administration has in place policies that the
incoming administration has specifically targeted for elimination. The uncertainty will
most certainly be manifested during our panel talk next month, and these examples of
clarifying statements may help to ease some of the concerns people are having.
Capital Needs
In the past couple of weeks, we’ve held three open houses and another public hearing to
listen to you on the idea of a half-cent sales tax increase aimed at some combination of
road repairs and public safety. We estimate that a half-cent sales tax increase will generate
$50M annually. We’ll have one final public hearing on the evening of December 6th
during our regular M&C session.
The only proposal we have in front of us right now is the City Manager’s first pass at the
question. For the purpose of getting the conversation going, he proposed that $30M go to
public safety and $20M go to roads. Both would sunset in five years. The road piece would
be broken down, 65% to arterial roads and 35% to residential streets. The public safety
portion would pay for vehicles and upgrades to station houses and equipment.
We have a lot of work left to do in terms of agreeing on what to change, if anything, in that
opening proposal. Right now, I’m inclined to weight the allocation more heavily toward
roads, the roads portion more heavily toward residential streets, and I have not come
around to seeing the value in a sunset. We’re still gathering information, though.
At our last study session, I raised concerns over chopping 35% of the road allocation out
for ADA improvements. While we’re required by federal law to show progress in that
work, taking a third of the proposed sales tax increase is a non-starter for me. We need to
dedicate those new dollars to curb-to-curb improvements. I’ve asked the City Manager to
suggest other funding sources for the ADA piece.
That’s where we are in the proposed $100M piece for roads.
Public safety is currently being discussed as a five year, $30M per year allocation. If you’d
like to see the detailed breakdown of how that would be allocated – what’s being proposed
right now, anyway – you can find that online in our study session material from the
November 22nd M&C meeting. I think it’s unlikely that list reflects where we’ll end up,
but it’s what’s on the table right now.
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Public safety vehicles will necessarily be a large part of whatever piece of the sales tax
increase we request. What we have is old, expensive to maintain, and expensive to replace.
Here are a few examples of that:
That’s an aerial bucket truck.
Right now 42% of our entire
ladder fleet has over 100,000
miles, and their average age is
over 15 years. The longer we
run them, the more expensive
it becomes to maintain them;
same as with your family car.
The price tag for one of those
is $1.6M
90% of the vehicles in our paramedic fleet have over
100,000 miles on them. In fact, over 50% have over 150,000
miles. These are the guys you rely on to get to the house
when a loved one calls in a heart attack at home. Each
paramedic ambulance costs in excess of $320,000.

Our pumper fleet vehicles have an
average age of just under 12 years on
them. Almost 70% are running with
Tucson’s Birthday
over 100,000 miles. The cost for each
new pumper is $790,000.
I’ve stated before that these aren’t
vehicles you go out and buy off the showroom floor. They each have a multi-year lead time
so we need to get the tax question answered sooner than later so we can get some of these
ordered. Or if the voters say “no” to the tax, the need won’t disappear. We’ll have to look
for other options.
The same is true of our police vehicles. We don’t head down to the dealer and drive off with
a fully loaded squad car. When “fully loaded,” they come with lighting packages,
computers, mobile radios, prisoner partitions, in-car cameras, and lots of other add-ons.
Right now nearly 65% of the police fleet is beyond its useful life.

Cost – each of the sedans you see rolling
around town costs $54K, fully loaded.
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And these guys run just under $60K each.

The cost per person for the half-cent sales tax is just under $3 per month. That’s an
average, based on the array of taxable products on the market. But each individual needs
to think about their own buying habits. Many won’t come close to that average – some
will go over.
We need your input. Come on the evening of December 6th and share your thoughts. I’m
grateful for all the comments you’ve shared to this point. We will have to get language
prepared for the ballot by January, so expect to see the proposal form pretty quickly after
this last public hearing.
City Budget
As I’ve mentioned before in multiple venues, for the first time since I started doing this
work in 2009, this year we had a structurally balanced budget. That’s for operations, not
the capital needs we’re looking at the tax increase to fund. But it’s an important step, and
one in which each of our city workers have participated.
Personnel costs are the largest operational line item in most any budget. That’s true of the
city also. Since 2009, we’ve reduced the size of our workforce from over 6,000 down to
about 4,700. The amount of work being done, which equates to the services we’re
providing – it’s pretty much what we were offering seven years ago. Contrary to the
notion you hear on talk radio that city workers are on a gravy train, they work hard and
provide the public with needed assistance, oftentimes going above and beyond.
Not only did we balance this year’s operational budget, we ended up about $9M in the
black. We still have very real and imminent financial obligations as we enter the FY’18
budget talks, but the small surplus was certainly good news.
Back in 2013, we gave workers a pay increase. As you’ll recall, I voted against that. We
were still in the midst of significant budget deficits, the pay increase also increased our
pension obligations (issues we’re still dealing with), and I was concerned with its impact
on our bond ratings (which ended up being a valid concern when last year Fitch lowered
our outlook to negative). While I stand by that vote, today is a new day with new fiscal
realities.
On Tuesday, we used a portion of the budget surplus to give full time city workers a onetime $1,000 holiday bonus. I am not at all concerned with the optics of having done that
while we’re also talking about capital needs. The bonus is not pensionable, and I believe
the gesture is important in terms of both morale and retention. While personnel is a big
line item, a large part of that is training. Giving the bonus was an investment both in terms
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of sending a message of thanks to our workers, and in terms of telling them we value their
sticking with us.
There’ll be those who simply want to criticize this decision. It was unanimous. If you’re
unsure we made the right call, think of it next time you see a city worker out in the street
throwing asphalt around filling potholes, or a code enforcer out responding to calls in your
neighborhood, or the city parks worker maintaining the neighborhood park your family
visits. Those folks both need and deserve this “$1,000 Christmas Turkey.”
The cost of our doing this is about $2.6M. It’s a one-time expenditure. We also used some
of our savings for other important city needs. That didn’t get the front page story the bonus
got from the local daily. But those other investments were equally important. Here’s a
rundown on those:
a) We invested $1M in software that will enhance our planning department permitting
process. This will have a positive impact for both residential and business users of our
planning services.
b) We got a jump on replacing a paramedic truck – this one valued at just under $500K.
c) The fire alarm system at city hall was being held together with bailing wire and duct
tape. For the $411K investment, everybody using that facility will be safer.
d) Our I.T. building also had issues with their fire alarm. That fix was only $24K, but
equally a life and safety issue.
e) Four of our buildings at the Randolph Center needed re-roofing. If you have a roof leak
at your home, you can ignore it and eventually have to spend far more in repairing
wallboard, framework, and structure. We’ll spend under $200K to fix these roofs and
avoid those higher costs later on.
f) A much larger roof at the Reid Compound needed replacing. That’s a $204K
Tucson’s Birthday
investment, avoiding huge costs later on.
g) Our 911 center needed a software upgrade. You may remember five years ago when I
was involved with blowing the whistle on needed improvements at the 911 dispatch
center. Those got done, and this is a further step in the direction of ensuring the
functionality of that system.
h) We needed to upgrade a series of network I.T. devices. That’s a $400K investment.
i) An amount of $1.8M has also been set aside to pay into the Public Safety Pension.
j) $1.6M will also be set aside for the “rainy day fund.”
Giving workers a bonus around the holiday was the sexy headline. Investing in these other
needs with the money we ended up having in the budget didn’t warrant the ink, but they’ll
prove to be of immense value. We’ll have new challenges with the coming budget, but we
haven’t had the luxury of investing in these sorts of infrastructure needs since the recession.
I fully supported each of these expenditures.
More Investments in People
Last week I shared how our “pencil ladies” donated $200 to the Youth on their Own
program. This week, I’m happy to share more support being given to this important
community organization.
The Palo Verde Neighborhood Association each year gathers supplies of all sorts and
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donates them to YOTO. They’re gearing up for that work now.
Both food and clothing are welcome. If you’re donating food,
please make sure it’s non-perishable and packaged. Things like
granola bars, peanut butter, ramen noodles, and canned fruit are all
fine. For the clothes, they need new men’s and women’s
underclothes, socks, tennis shoes, and flip-flops. And there is
always a need for toiletries.
There are four donation locations scattered throughout the Palo
Verde neighborhood. They’re at 3688 E Fairmount, 1640 N Country Club, 1902 N
Winstel, and 3416 E Waverly. You’ll see a decorated box at each location. The drop-off
dates run from December 5th through the 15th. There are needs all over the city. This is
Palo Verde’s annual outreach to touch the lives of youth who are benefitting from the
YOTO program. All involved deserve a note of thanks.

While PVNA and YOTO are pretty local, this week’s Local
Tucson item is tossing out the welcome mat to our new Ward 6
Bisbee Breakfast Club, located at 2936 E Broadway.
Each time I jog past the place the tables are full. That must mean the customers are both
welcoming them into the neighborhood and have been impressed enough with the food
and service that they’re going back for seconds.
Bisbee Breakfast Club is located next to
Broadway Village, recently designated
with a Historic Landmark rezoning. The
new restaurant maintained the existing
architecture when they moved in.
The name’s a little misleading since they
serve both breakfast and lunch. Hours are
6:00 am until 2:00 pm. If you’ve got
questions, contact them at 327.0029.
Historic Landmark
Each of the last few HL rezonings we’ve dealt with became somewhat contentious, but
not because the structures didn’t qualify for the designation based on their age and
architectural criteria. In each case, other issues got mixed into the rezoning decisions, each
unrelated to the specific issue of whether or not the structure met the objective criteria for
receiving the HL designation. On Tuesday, we adopted some new policies to clarify how
these kinds of considerations will be dealt with in the future.
When a property is designated as a Historic Landmark, the owner voluntarily restricts
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certain changes that can be made to the exterior of the building. Since it is an actual
rezoning, it goes through a formal public process. Whenever that happens, the input
received by the zoning examiner and/or M&C may or may not be directly related to the
qualification criteria. All input is valid, but not all of it is necessarily germane to the strict
question of whether or not a given property is eligible to be included on the Historic
Landmark list.
Not all jurisdictions go through the same process, but there are certain similarities. This
chart shows a good comparison between how we make the change compared to others.

Tucson’s Birthday
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What you’ll notice in the chart is that issues related to how the property is being used or
impacts that use could have on the surrounding area are not factored into whether or not a
historic landmark designation is awarded. It’s those sorts of concerns that have made our
recent decisions somewhat contentious – and it’s those concerns we have now clarified in
the policy direction we gave on Tuesday.
Historic Landmark will still be a rezoning. It’ll still go through the pubic rezoning
process. If there are concerns about things such as hours of operation, site conditions, or
other items that affect surrounding neighbors, as is currently the case, those are perfectly
okay to raise during the HL public process. They’re going to be treated as informational,
not determinative, when it comes to deciding whether or not a property qualifies for the
more restrictive zoning.
We have eight Historic Landmark properties in the city. Each comes with its own unique
conditions – retail, residential, tourist attraction, etc. But the common theme is that each
has qualified as a Historic Landmark based on their historic significance, and eligibility
for listing on the National Register of Historic Places at the local, state or national level of
significance.
In the future, the zoning examiner will issue a recommendation to M&C that will contain
two separate sections. One will speak directly to whether the property under consideration
meets the eligibility criteria. That should be determinative. The other piece of the
recommendation will relate any use or site issues that may have been raised during the
public process. While those may not impact the HL designation, they’ll certainly be issues
the council office involved will want to work through with neighbors.
Sorting out the previously less well defined process and making clear exactly what factors
will be germane to the precise question of HL eligibility will serve us and future Mayors
and Councils. It will also pave the way for preservation of qualifying structures where the
owner wishes to up-zone and accept the restrictions that come with the Historic Landmark
designation.
Historic Sunshine Mile
Last week we received this notice of intent to demolish more buildings along the
Broadway corridor. These are coming down consistent with the April 19th M&C vote to
accept the 30% alignment, and to begin the 180 day meter on demolitions.
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We won’t know whether any of these buildings would have been of interest to Rio Nuevo
for rehab, restoration, repurpose. But the fact that the process is in place for further
demolitions makes the December 6th study session item on bringing Rio into the
conversation important. We need to amend the terms of the IGA we approved on that date
so there’s some flexibility left in relation to demolitions and the terms that say some
properties “shall be” demolished within 180 days of acquisition.

There may be public health and safety concerns that become legitimate reasons to take
down a building. But simply checking off days on a calendar takes the option of restoration
Tucson’s Birthday
and repurposing out of the conversation.
Streetcar Town Hall
In the letter from Rio that I’ve included with the 12/6 study session item on Broadway, the
possible use of rubber tired streetcars to “taxi” people to local shops is mentioned. Here’s
the reference:

It’s of course way early to lock down on any specific commitment to the sorts of unique
transit options mentioned in the letter shared with me by the Rio Board, but the fact that
we’re talking about these possibilities is a far cry from the 150’ wide, 8 lane roadway the
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RTA originally had on the 2006 ballot.
On a similar note, there will be a panel discussion specific to the existing streetcar and
whether/when/where it makes sense to extend it. When and if funding can be secured, I’d
like to see some serious talk about using it to promote development up the Miracle Mile
area. I’m sure others have their eye on different corridors.
You’ll note on the flyer that they wanted to get a head count by last week. I wasn’t made
aware of the event until after their RSVP deadline though, so if you want to attend, let
BethAnn know today. Her contact information is shown at the bottom of the flyer. The
conference room at the Realtors building is large, so I suspect they won’t have any
problem accommodating even a few late responders.
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End with Some Holiday Cheer
Earlier I mentioned the Youth on their Own donations the Palo Verde neighborhood is
collecting. On Saturday, December 3rd they’re also gathering at the PVNA pocket park to
begin their holiday food and clothing drive. They’ll be on site from 12:30 until 3pm. The
park is located at 3330 E. Fairmount.
If you’re driving to the event, please use the Willard side of the park. If you’re walking or
biking, just show up. The PVNA does this for the YOTO youth each year. They collect
hundreds of pounds of food, clothing, and if you prefer, they will take cash and use it to
purchase more food for the program. You can get specifics on how that works at the event
on the 3rd.
Holiday Treats for the Puppies
…and for cats, but you know my bias.
Also during the PVNA food and clothing drive benefitting Youth on their Own, the owner
of Shelter Bar will be on site at the pocket park taking in donations for our four-legged pals
who are living in shelters. Kevin was a big supporter during the work to shut down the
Tucson Greyhound Park. He still works hard to make sure the animals in shelters are well
taken care of.
Bring blankets (without lining or stuffing)
and towels to the park during their 12:30 –
3pm event. Kevin and his people from
The Shelter will make sure those are
delivered to dogs and cats in need at local
pet shelters.

Tucson’s Birthday

We’ve got a ton of giving people scattered
throughout Tucson. I’m proud of the
many who take their time, and invest their efforts making us the sort of welcoming
community that we’re known for.
Sincerely,

Steve Kozachik
Council Member, Ward 6
Ward6@tucsonaz.gov
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Events and Entertainment

